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Different authors have used different definitions of strong Norlund summabilityÈ
w xN, p , q . In this paper, after discussing these definitions, we have obtained an
theorem which gives an equivalence between the definitions of Borwein and Cass
 4and Srivastava under certain conditions on p . We have also proved several othern
necessary and sufficient conditions for strong Norlund summability. Q 1996È
Academic Press, Inc.
1
 4Let Su be a given infinite series with the sequence of partial sums s .n n
 4Let p be a sequence of real, nonnegative numbers, and let us writen
n




t s s p , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 1.1 .n r nyrPn rs0
w x  4defines the sequence of Norlund means 7 of the sequence s , generatedÈ n
 4by the sequence of coefficients p . The series Su is said to be summablen n
 .N, p to the sum s, if limit t s s.n nª` n
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In the special case in which
G n q a .n q a y 1ay1p s E s s , a ) 0,n n  /a y 1 G n q 1 G a .  .
 4 at reduces to the familiar Cesaro mean of order a of s , i.e., C , and theÁn n n
 . aseries is said to be summable C, a to the sum s, if limit C s s.nª` n
w xHyslop 4 has given the following definition.
 .DEFINITION 1. The series Su is said to be strongly summable C, an
w xwith index q, or C, a , q , a ) 0, q ) 0, to the sum s, if
n




ay1 ay2C s s E .n nyr ray1En rs0
Many interesting results have been obtained by various investigators, for
w x w xexample, by Kuttner 5 in the case a s 1, by Winn 10 in the case q s 1,
w x w xand by Hyslop 4 for general a and q. Hyslop 4 has proved the following.
THEOREM A. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a series Su ton
w x  .be summable C, a , q , a G 0, q G 1, are that it be summable C, a and
that
n
qq a a< <r C y C s o n . 1.2 .  . r ry1
rs0
w xSrivastava 9 has defined strong matrix summability as follows.
 .DEFINITION 2. Let A ' a be an infinite triangular matrix. Ifn, r
n
qq < <r s y s s o n as n ª ` 1.3 .  . r ry1
rs1
and
s ª s as n ª `, 1.4 .n
where
n
s s a s n s 0, 1, 2, . . . ; 1.5 .n n , r r
rs0
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then the series Su is said to be strongly summable by the method A withn
w x .index q, or A, q S , q G 1, to the sum s. Here S stands for Srivastava's
definition.
In the special case, where
pny r
a s , r F n ,n , r Pn
s 0, r ) n;
 . w x .s reduces to t defined by 1.1 and the summability A, q S reduces ton n
w x .the strong Norlund summability with index q, i.e., N, p , q S , q G 1,È n
w xwhich has been considered by Prasad 8 .
w xBorwein 1 has given another definition of the strong matrix summabil-
ity. The Norlund version for order unity of this definition is discussed inÈ
w xBorwein and Cass 2 . In the case of Norlund summability, their definitionÈ
is as follows.
w xDEFINITION 3. A series Su is summable N, p , q , q ) 0, or stronglyn n
Norlund summable with index q, to s, ifÈ
n1 q< < < <p T y s s o 1 , 1.6 .  . r r< <Pn rs0
where
n1
T s s =p =p ' p y p , .n r nyr nyr nyr nyry1pn rs0
n1
s u p . 1.7 . r nyrpn rs0
w xBorwein and Cass 2 have taken p / 0, for all n, and allowed p ton n
 .take either sign or to be complex , but as remarked by Kuttner and
w xThorpe 6 , the case in which p ) 0, for all n, is chiefly of interest, so wen
w xshall take p ) 0 hereafter. So, in the light of Kuttner 6 and following an
w x w xsuggestion of Borwein and Cass 2 , Cass 3 extended the scope of strong
Norlund summability of positive orders, in general. A slightly modifiedÈ
w xdefinition was given by Kuttner and Thorpe 6 .
w xDEFINITION 4. A series Su is summable N, p , q , q ) 0, or stronglyn n
Norlund summable with index q, to s, ifÈ
n





Dt s p u , p / 0 for all n. 1.9 .n nyr r n
rs0
This definition can be easily obtained from the definition of Borwein and
w x w xCass 2 as remarked by Kuttner and Thorpe 6, pp. 70]71 .
 .The result 1.2 has been extended partially to Norlund means by PrasadÈ
w x8 . He proved the following.
THEOREM B. If p ) 0 is a monotonic nondecreasing sequence andn
n q 1 p s O P , 1.10 .  .  .n n
then a necessary and sufficient condition for Su to be summablen
w x .N, p , q S , q G 1, to the sum s, is thatn
n
q< <T y s s o n as n ª `, 1.11 .  . r
rs0
 .where T is defined as in Eq. 1.7 .n
In this paper we generalise Theorem B, and along with this we also pro¨e
se¨eral other necessary and sufficient conditions by taking Definition 2 for
w x .strong summability N, p , q S . Here K will denote an absolute constant andn
thus we write K q K s K and K y K s K.
2
We state the following.
 .THEOREM 1. If p ) 0 satisfies 1.10 , then the necessary and sufficientn
w x .conditions for Su to be summable N, p , q S , q G 1, to the sum s, aren n
that
qn r q 1 p . r q< <T y s s o n as n ª `, 2.1 .  . rPrrs0
and
t ª s as n ª `, 2.2 .n
where t and T are defined as before.n n
 .  . w  .Proof. Necessary Condition. Using 1.1 and 2.2 in view of 2, 4.8 , p.
x106 , we have
Pry1




r q 1 p r q 1 p P .  .r r ry1
< <T y s s t y t q t y s .  .r r ry1 rP P pr r r
qn r q 1 p . r
< <T y s rPrrs0
qn r q 1 P r q 1 p .  .ry1 rs t y t q t y s . 2.4 .  .  . r ry1 rP Pr rrs0
 .  .  .  .Therefore by using Minkowski's inequality, 1.3 , 1.4 , 1.10 , and 2.4 ,
we get
1rqqn r q 1 p . r
< <T y s r /Prrs0
1rqqn P r q 1 p .ry1 rs r q 1 t y t q t y s .  .  . r r rP Pr rrs0
1rqqn r q 1 P . ry1 q< <F t y t r ry1 /Prrs0
1rqqn r q 1 p . r q< <q t y s r /Prrs0
1rq 1rqn n
q q q< < < <F r q 1 t y t q O 1 t y s .  . r ry1 r
rs0 rs0
1rq 1rqn n
qq 1r q< <F O r t y t q o 1 q O 1 s o n . .  .  .  . r ry1
rs0 rs0
Hence
qn r q 1 p . r q< <T y s s o n ; . rPrrs0
 .i.e., condition 2.1 is necessary.
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 .  .Sufficient Condition. We now prove that conditions 2.1 and 2.2 imply
 .  .  .  .  .1.3 and 1.4 . Again by using Minkowski's inequality, 1.10 , 2.1 , 2.2 ,
 .and 2.3 , we have
1rqn
qq < <r t y t r ry1
rs0
1rqqn rpr q< <s T y s y t y s .  . r r /Pry1rs0
1rq 1rqq qn nrp rpr rq q< < < <F T y s q t y s r r /  /P Pry1 ry1rs0 rs0
P p Mny1 n1r qs o n in view of s 1 y G 1 y , using 1.10 ; .  .
P P n q 1n n
 .i.e., n q 1 p F MP , where M is a fixed positive constant. This com-n n
pletes the proof of Theorem 1.
We further prove the following.
 .THEOREM 2. If p ) 0 satisfies 1.10 andn
n Pr s O P , 2.5 .  . nr q 1rs0
then a necessary and sufficient condition for Su to be summablen
w x .  .N, p , q S , q G 1, to the sum s, is that 2.1 holds.n
 .Proof. In view of Theorem 1, it is clearly sufficient to prove that 2.1
 .  .implies 2.2 . Using Holder's inequality and 2.1 , we haveÈ
n r q 1 p . r
< <T y s rPrrs0
1rqq 1rpn nr q 1 p . r p< <F T y s 1 r /Prrs0 rs0
1 1
1r q 1r ps o n O n s o n , q s 1. 2.6 .  .  .  .
p q
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Now, without any loss of generality, we may assume that s s 0, and
 .  .  .using Abel's transformation, 2.1 , 2.5 , and 2.6 , we have
n n n1 1
< <t s p s s s = p  n nyk k k r rykP Pn nks0 ks0 rsk
n r n1 1
s = p s s p T  r ryk k r rP Pn nrs0 ks0 rs0
n1 r q 1 p P . r rs T r  / /P P r q 1n rrs0
ny1 r1 k q 1 p P . k rs T D  k  /P P r q 1n krs0 ks0
nP k q 1 p .n kq T D p ' p y p , . k r r rq1n q 1 Pkks0
ny1 r1 k q 1 p P . k r
< <F T D  k  / /P P r q 1n krs0 ks0
nP k q 1 p .n k
< <q T k /n q 1 Pkks0
ny11 P Ur ns U D q , rP r q 1 n q 1n rs0
where
r k q 1 p . k
< <U s T s o r , .r kPkks0
r ny101 Pr
< <t F q U D q o 1 . n r /P r q 1n rs0 rsr q10
s S q S q o 1 , say. .1 2
 .Since U s o r , so for a given « ) 0, there is an r such that, for r ) r ,r 0 0
we have U - « r. Hencer
ny1 ny1 ny11 P K « rP Pr rq1 rq1
S s U D F F K« F K« .  2 r 2P r q 1 P r q 1 P .r q 1 .n n nr q1 r q1 r q10 0 0
NOTE 319
Now fixing r , we have0
r01 Pr
S s U D s o 1 , .1 rP r q 1n rs0
 .since P ª ` as n ª `, in view of condition 2.5 .n
< <  .  .Thus t F S q S q o 1 s o 1 , in view of limit sup S F K« andn 1 2 nª` 2
taking « to be arbitrarily small. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
 .COROLLARY 1. If p ) 0 satisfies 1.10 andn
P s O n q 1 p , 2.7 .  .n n
then a necessary and sufficient condition for Su to be summablen
w x .  .N, p , q S , q G 1, to the sum s is that 2.1 holds.n
 .Proof. Using condition 2.7 , we have
n n nP r q 1 p .r rs O s O p s O P . .   r n / /r q 1 r q 1rs0 rs0 rs0
 .Hence 2.5 holds and, therefore, Theorem 2 is applicable. We can prove
even more.
 .  .THEOREM 3. If p ) 0 satisfies 1.10 and 2.7 , then a necessary andn
w x .sufficient condition for Su to be summable N, p , q S , q G 1, to the sumn n
s, is that
n
q< <T y s s o n as n ª `, 2.8 .  . r
rs0
where T is defined as before.n
Proof. In view of Theorem 2, the proof of Theorem 3 will be complete
 .  .if we show that under our hypothesis condition 2.1 implies 2.8 and is
 .  .  .  .also implied by 2.8 . Since 1.10 is true, condition 2.1 implies 2.8 .
 .Conversely if 2.7 holds, then
< < < <T y s s O r q 1 p rP T y s . . .r r r r
 .  .Hence 2.8 implies 2.1 . This completes the proof of Theorem 3 which
generalises Theorem B.
w xKuttner and Thorpe 6 remarked that the equivalence between their
w xdefinition and the definition of Borwein and Cass 2 may be seen easily. In
w xthis paper, we are using the Norlund version of Srivastava's 9 definition.È
Hence in order to correlate the above definitions for real and positive p 's,n
w xit is sufficient to prove the equivalence between the definitions of Cass 3
NOTE320
w xand Srivastava 9 under certain conditions on p . Here we prove then
following.
 .  .THEOREM 4. If p ) 0, and satisfies 1.10 and 2.7 , then a necessaryn
w x .and sufficient condition for summability N, p , q S , q G 1, is that condi-n
 . w x .tion 1.6 holds. In other words, under the stated conditions, N, p , q Sn
w xand N, p , q are equi¨ alent.n
Proof. In view of Theorem 3, it is enough to prove that under our
 .  .hypothesis, conditions 1.6 and 2.8 are equivalent. Now we write
n
q< <X s T y s ,n r
rs0
 .so that 2.8 is equivalent to
X s o n . 2.9 .  .n
 .  .We also note that by 2.7 for p ) 0, 1.6 is equivalent ton
n Pr q< <Y s T y s s o P . 2.10 .  .n r nr q 1rs0
 .  .Thus we have to prove that 2.9 and 2.10 are equivalent. Now suppose
 .that 2.10 holds; then by Abel's transformation, we get
n n r q 1 .q< <X s T y s s Y y Y . n r r ry1Prrs0 rs0
ny1 r q 1 r q 2 n q 1
s Y y q Y . r n /P P Pr rq1 nrs0
But
r q 1 r q 2 1 1 1
y s r q 1 y y .  /P P P P Pr rq1 r rq1 rq1
p 1 1rq1s r q 1 y s O , .  /P P P Pr rq1 rq1 r
 .using 1.10 .
 .  .  .Thus by 1.10 and 2.7 , Eq. 2.10 gives
r q 1 r q 2
Y y s o 1 , .r  /P Pr rq1
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so that
ny1 r q 1 r q 2
Y y s o n , . r  /P Pr rq1rs0
 .showing that 2.9 holds.
 .Now suppose that 2.9 holds. Then by Abel's transformation, we have
n ny1P P P Pr r rq1 n
Y s X y X s X y q X . . n r ry1 r n /r q 1 r q 1 r q 2 n q 1rs0 rs0
But
P P P p pr rq1 r rq1 rq1y s y s O , /r q 1 r q 2 r q 1 r q 2 r q 2 r q 2 .  .
 .  .again by 2.7 for p ) 0. Thus by 2.9n
P Pr rq1
X y s o p . 2.11 .  .r rq1 /r q 1 r q 2
 .  .Since p ) 0, 2.7 implies that P ª ` as n ª `, it follows from 2.11n n
that
ny1 P Pr rq1
X y s o P , . r n /r q 1 r q 2rs0
 .and thus 2.10 holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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